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Systems 101

Hello there!
Welcome to SYSTEMS101.
I'm Aerlie, an Online Organisation Coach
& Systems Strategist.
I work with women in business to help them get their life back
- by getting organised and setting up systems.
I know what it feels like to be overwhelmed, making mistakes
and relying on your memory to get by. It's exhausting!
I also know that growing a business is easier when you have
systems in place, and there's more time for the work you love.
This Guide will show you how systems make business easier,
and how you can get started with systems.
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What is a system?

A system is a repeatable process for a task you do regularly in
your business.
A system allows you to complete the task consistently and
effortlessly.
Systems make business EASY because the process is easy to
follow. This means that:
You don't have to remember the process EVERY time
you do it.
Time Saver
You can complete the task even when you're busy because you don't have to think about it or make
Time Saver
decisions
You can get someone else to do it for you, because it's
not reliant on you.
Time Saver
You complete it quicker, because it's the same way
each time.
Time Saver
As a solo entrepreneur, we have to wear ALL of the hats, but
there is only so much one person can do in a day.
Setting up SYSTEMS is the way you can leverage your time
and grow your business.
Streamline the operations of your business, and systemise the
regular tasks, so that you can start to make time for more of
what you love.
www.aerliewildy.com
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Why are systems Important?

Can I just take a moment to share a story with you?
I don't like being told what to do, or when. I thrive on variety.
I don't like rigid timetables, because if I'm in the flow and on a
roll, I don't want to stop. I'm also messy!
I do know that when I'm organised & the
systems do the hard work for me
- I have time to live the life I want.
I am NOT a ball breaking, 'why didn't you
stick to the system?' coach. I'm a mum,
and I'm a human! I know you don't want
to be hemmed in. You could work in a
job for that!
Not every day is the same, not every day is easy, and I can
understand why some people are very hesitant to 'systemise'
their time or their business - because it feels restrictive, like
it's taking the freedom and flow out of everything.
Systems create freedom
Systems are no confining, or creativity killers. They actually
provide you with the time and space to be creative AND keep
everything else ticking along too.
Systems reduce the workload, the to do's, the mistakes, and
get everything out of your head.
Without systems you will burn out.
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Let's see some Examples

Systems can be simple or as complicated as you need, and can
relate to almost any part of your day, business or life.
They can be guidelines, step by step how-to's, checklists,
online programs, scripts, frameworks or infrastructure.
Here's some examples of systems I use:
PLANNING SYSTEMS

Monthly Planning System
Morning routine
Meal planning System
To do list Prioritising
Collecting my ideas
MARKETING SYSTEMS

Content Planning
Social Media Scheduling
Blog distribution
Blog writing
Landing Page creation
Video Creation

OPERATIONAL SYSTEMS

Managing my tasks online
Using an online calendar
Using Profit First
Automating processes

INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Managing my Inbox
Filing to the cloud
Collating blogs I like
Stats Tracking
Photo Storage
Social Media Image filing
CLIENT SYSTEMS

Setting up new clients
Following up new leads
Tracking Client Sessions
Scheduling Meetings
Online Payments
Requesting testimonials
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Does your business need systems?

As an entrepreneur, you wear ALL of the hats.
It's up to you to get everything done. As a start up, this works
well, but as you grow, you quickly discover this means a
relentless to do list.
Have you ever found that your days end up spent replying to
emails, checking up on tasks, and general admin?
This might be slowly keeping your business going, but
a) I'm pretty sure you started your business because you are
passionate about what you do. It energises you.
b) you rarely get to spend any time doing the work you love, or
the work that will grow your business.
You end up stuck in a cycle that is very hard to step out of,
because there's just not enough time to spend on the bigger
picture, revenue generating work.
Bottom line: YES.
You need systems if you want to
grow your business

If your 2018 goals include growth, making money, building your
list, creating content, making time for self care, sending out
consistent newsletters..... you need systems!
www.aerliewildy.com
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Where do you start?

Not sure where to start when it comes to making your
business run smoothly and saving time?
Try this:
Take 5 minutes to IDENTIFY which areas
of your business are frustrating you the
1
most, or taking up the majority of your
time,
or
have
the
most
mistakes
or
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i
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en
the bottleneck.
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PRIORITISE the top 1-3 areas of your
business that will have the biggest
impact on your sanity once they are
systemised and start with #1.
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SCHEDULE time in your calendar to
focus on it.
If you just try and squeeze it in with
everything else, it will ALWASY get
pushed to the end of the line, and
nothing will change. ��
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How do you set up a system?

Like most entrepreneurs, I will assume that you are being
conservative about your business when it comes to feeling
like you don't have many systems in place.
I'd say you have more in place than you think - the
difference is that they are ALL IN YOUR HEAD!
There's nothing wrong with that - until you get busy!
That's when everything get messy, you make mistakes, you
rely more on your memory, and clients/ invoicing/ tasks slip
through the cracks.
TIP: Sticky notes are not a long term growth strategy!
Follow these steps

PURPOSE
What's the purpose of the system?
2 PROCESS
What are the steps? Outline the key points
If there are options - use a diagram to indicate the
decisions and the relative steps
3 COLLATE
Gather all of the templates, sites, passwords,
images, forms, checklists etc required and save
4 TEST
Once it's documented, test it, or ask someone to
follow the process.
5 TWEAK
Adjust as you need (It may need minor changes often)
1
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System Template

1

PURPOSE
What's the purpose of the system?

2

PROCESS

Key Points to Remember
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System Template

3

COLLATE RESOURCES

4

TEST
Identify what tweaks you need to make

5

TWEAK
Tick and date any changes made.
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Frequently Asked Questions

What's the easiest way to create a system?
Video yourself doing it.
The next time you are distributing your blog post, video it,
and documents the process.
You can also highlight things to look out for, reminders, or
what it looks like when it's finished.
You are well on the way to getting a VA if you work like this!
What programs are easiest to use?
Zoom and Loom are both great to use. Just share your
screen and press record, and away you go.
Where do I keep the videos and documented systems?
Set a folder in Dropbox or GoogleDocs for your systems
and operations. You can create subfolders for different
categories, and save the videos, checklists, templates,
processes there.
It all seems too hard and complicated. Why persist?
Your system may be too complicated - or it's not your own.
Systems have to be your own,
or they won't work.

www.aerliewildy.com
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Frequently Asked Questions

I can't stress this point enough!
If you have copied someone else's system or way of doing
things, because you thought you SHOULD - it just won't
work!
Everyone processes information differently, learns
differently, and works differently.
What works for someone else may not work for you.
You may have the foundation for a good system, so take
some time to nut it out so that it does work for you. You're
only making things harder on yourself.
What if I just can't stick to the process?
Systemising your business takes time - especially if you're
on your own. Like achieving any goal, you need to start
small and simple.
Try not to set yourself up to fail by doing the hardest, most
complicated one.
Implement a small 3 step system that you can nail every
time - until it becomes effortless (because you've made all
of the decisions early on).
Then implement another one, and another.
They start to have a compounding effect, and soon you will
have a whole stream of systems and will see the impact because you will have more time for the big picture work.
www.aerliewildy.com
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Frequently Asked Questions

I'm in a big mess and it's overwhelming. Not sure where
to go from here...
Try tracking your time for a week to see where most of your
time is being spend. If you find that you're spending huge
amounts of time in admin, or putting out fires - then start
there and go back to basics with the process I've outlined.
If you're feeling overwhelmed, disorganised and just don't
know where to start, you can chip away at it, or ask for help
- but something needs to change.
You will burn out if you stay overwhelmed. You can't
continue like this xx.
What if I'm technically challenged?
Again, systems have to be your own. If you use complicated
programs or systems (and feel uncomfortable or
overwhelmed using them) - or pay for the and don't use
them - it's not working!
There's nothing wrong with pen and paper and bullet points,
as long as it:
- is easy for you to follow
- gets the process out of your head
- keep the process consistent - and let's you focus on the
things that matter.
Don't let tech be thewww.aerliewildy.com
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I hope I've convinced you to give
this a go!
Truly - you can't go wrong, if you keep
it simple.
Start stacking your systems one at a
time, and by the middle of the year
you won't recognise yourself!
I know you can do this.
You've built your business this far, so you're not starting
from scratch.
You know your business the best, and you know where
systems can have the biggest impact. Go for it!
You've Got This

Where to from here?

Want a safe place where you can feel supported and built
your business growth with systems?
Click the link to check out my latest group program
Want to chat about your business systems and getting
organised with me? Click here to book a free 20 min chat.
Join the Chief Executive Entrepreneurs Facebook
Group and chat with other entrepreneurs about
stepping up and growing your business.
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